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MUD International: A school by make-up artists, for make-up artists, 
a product for professionals by professionals.
Make-Up Designory (MUD) was founded in 1997 in North Hollywood, California. Today we have 
distributors and schools across the globe.

THE ULTIMATE MAKE-UP TEST
Make-Up Designory proudly introduces to the PROFESSIONAL AND public our quality line of 
products created with the insight and expertise of professional make-up artists. All of our make-up 
and tools go through a rigorous testing process in challenging, real-world situations, from the harsh 
conditions of a remote film location to the bright lights of Broadway. Through this trial by fire, we 
continue to perfect each product until we see consistently exceptional results. Only then, does it 
receive our "MUD-Certified" stamp of approval. It's all about honest performance.

We believe the true purpose of make-up is to correct, cover and conceal. From our award-winning 
mascara to our creamy foundations, luxurious lipsticks to our silky eye shadows, each of our 
distinctive products performs as it's meant to: precisely and beautifully.

MUD Make-up designory Africa  :
 
MUD is still a new brand in South Africa & Africa yes, but is doing TREMENDOUSLY well in the 
professional market and retail market !
-          Beauty salons, hair salons, spa’s
-          Image consultants
-          Make-up artists
-          Beauty- / Makeup- / Hair Academies

Venue / destination :
To be in separate outlet, with a separate entrance to the business ( no subleasing - not inside a salon, 
or any other business etc ), and must be in a very busy street with lots of traffic and visibility ( like 
a main road ), but not in shopping malls. This business model will normally have a Makeup Training 
room, as well as the shop/showroom section if the owner want to offer modular makeup courses 
( These are not MUD-Certified courses or curriculum )
 
Size of outlet required :
45 - 50 square meters is sufficient, but you can go bigger. Separate showroom / shop section and 
separate training room ( 2 rooms ) OR 20 – 30 sqaures if the owner will not be offering any makeup 
and/or hair courses.



Look and feel :
As the region distribution is not a registered MUD studio franchise, you can do your own look & feel, 
however approval by MUD SA needed.  Also see attached some images of our current showrooms 
across SA. Have at least 1 flatscreen to display the MUD makeup videos ( tutorials ) daily.

Shopfitting :
You are welcome to use your own shopfitter if they are able to create a professional, high quality & 
classy look and finish. Otherwise, you can make use of the MUD-preferred shopfitter. ( Lingenfelder 
Wood Interiors )

Minimum requirements needed :
· Business Experience ( your own or equivalent exposure in another  company )
· Cash flow for at least 3 months
· Fully qualified staff
· For the Showroom / Region distributor :  
 Sales rep to promote & distribute the brand is a necessity
· Follow the MUD SA distribution agreement 
 ( in line with agreement of MUD SA with USA head office )
· Trade minimum hours as directed by the mall / centre ( if applicable ), 
 and if no trading hours are given the minimal MUD SA trading hours should be followed.

Financing :
The possibility of full / partial financing by MUD SA – dependent on qualifying criteria.
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General Info :
- The Candidate needs to have an account with their own courier company ( within SA 
 borders ), and if outside the SA borders the candidate needs to be able to import the MUD  
 products to their respective countries.

-          You need to understand that the MUD brand must be promoted and distributed within your  
 region, in order to ensure growth of the brand – this needs to happen by appointing a sales  
 rep to visit, present, demo and  sell the products, kits and display units on to our target   
 market.

- The target market for a region distributor would be the following: hair & beauty salons,   
 spa’s, image consultants, makeup artists, hair / beauty and makeup academies for student  
 kits, photography studio’s that do makeup on-site.

- To start off as a region distributor, an opening MUD stock order of R50 000 is required 
 ( ZAR value, and VAT exclusive ).

- In order to have EXCLUSIVE rights to your region: 
 an opening MUD Stock order of R180 000 is required 
 ( ZAR value, VAT exclusive ).

- Note : there are no other fee’s apart from taking on 
 the stock. No business fee’s, no franchise fee’s or 
 license fee’s.
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- For the first year of trade, there will be no targets to achieve, however we need to set 
targets from the second year of trade, in order to ensure successful growth of the brand in 
your territory.

-          You need to be able to adhere to the MUD guidelines ( marketing, SOP and sales 
directives ) to protect the MUD brand and IP.

-          For a brand ambassador: you need to be able to appoint and seek out a HIGHLY regarded  
makeup artist in your region, who will help you grow the fan base and market share for your 
region. ( MUD Africa will assist with supplying a kit to this artist once approved ).

- The agreement will only be binding with the signature of the distribution agreement by both 
parties, and the payment of the opening order.

Attached you will find the pricelist for region distributors.
 
There are 3 price points:
Distributor –  you price point as a region distributor. You do get an additional 5% off this amount 

every invoice to assist with your importing costs
PRO – This is your target market. This will be the professional beauty trade, as mentioned 

before
RRP – Reccomended retail price. This is what the end user / consumer will pay for their stock 

when they purchase the stock from your appointed salons etc, or yourself if you do not 
have a national footprint in the beginning.

As a region distributor – you do not need to open a MUD showroom or outlet immediately, however the 
appointment of the sales rep is crucial for sustainable business.

Thank you for taking the time to review this information, If you are interested, let’s meet 
up and discuss this further. Brenda Botha, brenda@mudsa.co.za, 081 500 3667


